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Routines and activities in supported accommodation.
This is one of several resources to support our series of podcasts called 'Having fun with the people  
you support'. The podcasts and accompanying resources provide ideas for building relationships and 
providing activities. The initial idea was generated due to restrictions put in place due to COVID-19. 
However, these ideas can be used at any time and in different places for example at day placements.

Things have changed  

Restrictions in place under coronavirus has  
led to significant changes for the people we 
support. Routines have changed and people 
cannot participate in their community activities 
and may not be able see friends, family and 
people they see regularly. This is can be a time  
of anxiety and potentially a risk to quality of life.

For support workers who are doing shifts in 
supported accommodation, routines and work 
practices have also changed significantly. This 
means a large proportion of time will now be 
focused on keeping people engaged and 
participating in daily activities to help maintain 
quality of life.  For some support workers, this 
may mean learning different skills.

What can we do? 

This is a time when we need to establish routines 
for everyone and to develop enjoyable activities 
to structure the day for the people we support.

For this to happen we need:
•  What to do - ideas of activities that are inclusive
•  When - routines, timetables and opportunities

during the day to engage in activities
•  How to do - tips and ideas on how to run

groups to meet individual needs. And keeping
it simple!



Being positive - We can use this time as an 
opportunity to:
•  Focus in greater depth on the relationships

you have with the people you support.
Quality relationships help raise quality of life;
it also helps people keep calm.

•  Spend time doing a range of activities together
which you may not have had time to do in
the past.

•  Help people build new skills at home. Slowing
down and seeing every moment has potential
to: communicate, learn, and be included in the
household activities and tasks. For some people
this might be about learning the skill. For other
people this might be about exploring the
sensory elements.  We call this concept 'Every
moment has its potential' and is central to what
we call Active Support. A useful information link
to explain this further is in a resource called
'Active Support An Essential Component of the
Way We Work'.

•  To have fun together and share interests.
•  For the people you support to learn new skills

and develop new interests.
•  For you as a direct support worker to learn

different skills such as groups, sensory
focused activities.

Routines 

For many of us, it is the day-time slot between  
9am and 3pm which has changed. This is because 
people are no longer engaged in community-based 
activities. So, this is where we need to re-establish 
some routine and predictability.
•  It is easier for everyone, to where possible,

keep in place the usual routines. That generally
means keeping in place the usual morning
routines and then the late afternoon/evening
routines [after day of activities].

•  An easy way to keep routines is to build on
existing routines.  For example, if a person
chooses their breakfast every day, let's extend
the routine by working with them to pour the
milk onto their cereal.  This is also a good
example of the concept 'Every moment has
its potential'.

•  Think about the timing of the activities you
may be planning during the day.  Remember
most people enjoy some 'down time' to relax.
You need to consider the individual needs in
the home to work out what will work.

•  Put together a weekly and daily timetable
of activities. Provide the information in a way
which is accessible to people. A good way is
to use pictures with words underneath for
each activity. If possible, provide a choice
of activities each day.

Coming up with activity ideas

Think about the likes of the people in your 
house that you support
•  First step is to look at a person's person

centred plan or file as that will often have 
information of the things people like.

•  Ask the people you support what activities
they would like to do. Suggest some new
ideas which they may be interested in.

•  What do you know about this person? Do they
like to have lots of physical activity during the
day? Do they prefer table-based activities?
What have you noticed are things they enjoy?
It may be a sensory preference such as rocking
or chewing. Remember if someone likes to be
'on the go' all day, they may not enjoy tabletop
activities such as art and craft.

•  With all this information - write a list for
each person.

Remember if  
someone likes to be  

'on the go' all day, they 
may not enjoy tabletop 

activities such as  
art and craft.



What interests and skills do you have outside 
work? Your knowledge and enthusiasm for 
things you enjoy can really enhance quality 
activities. For example:
•  Do you know a lot about exercise?
•  Can you dance, sing or play a musical

instrument?
•  Are you good at art activities?
• Do you love cooking?
• Have you a skill? e.g. woodwork.
•  Do you have a passion about a subject people

would enjoy? E.g pets, animals, nature, cars and
transport, travel?

•  Can you do beauty work, pampering, nails etc?
•  Do you do Tai Chi or relaxation activities?
•  Think about things you have done in the past

like going to the beach and make a story about
it using objects materials.

Write all this information in a list. 

We have provided a list of ideas and a picture 
resource to inspire you and get you thinking 
about some activities that you can do.

What next?

From this process you should be able to come  
up with a list of activities and a basic timetable.

The next part of the process is to how to 
organise activities so that they meet people's 
interests, are accessible to everyone, easy to set 
up with resources that are easily available. Also, 
that the activities can be repeated in different 
ways with an easy structure to follow. That is  
the topic of the next information sheet and 
accompanying podcast.

From this process  
you should be able  

to come up with a list  
of activities and a 
basic timetable.

Resources and references
•  Activity ideas for Podcast 1 [Susan Fowler 

and Andrea Jackson May 2020]
scopeaust.org.au/episode_1_activity_ideas/

•  Activities to inspire you [Andrea Jackson 2014]
scopeaust.org.au/activities_to_inspire_you/

•  Active Support An Essential Component
of the Way We Work
 Tizard, University of Kent [2014]. Retrieved
from unitedresponse.org.uk/Handlers/
Download.ashx?IDMF=9bb3bcc6- 
1352-4bd2-b0ed-10f8df02bd0c

•  Every Moment Has Potential On line modules
with video clips and work books so that you
can develop your skills for active support
activesupportresource.net.au/




